For clearness of definition the stimulus material must provide "discrete elements" of unitary content, otherwise the parts of the stimulus may not be equal in value. The "discrete elements used in these experiments are digits, three-letter words, integrated syllables in sentence form, and integrated ideas in paragraph form.
In the test for digits, a "serial ordering" whereby a rotation backward or forward, and addition, subtraction, multiplication or division is suggested, must be avoided. In three-letter words, the use of words closely associated in sound or experience must be avoided. In the sentences, the use of confusing words or imagery must be avoided.
In the "ideas" test, the entire foundation of communicative language is involved, since a letter, a sound, a word, a phrase, a sentence, a paragraph, a chapter, a book make possible the expression of varying numbers of ideas.
The stimulus material must be presented to exclude variations of s?und, breathing and enunciation in the voco-auditory forms of testing, and confusional factors in the visual and kinaesthetic forms.
In the case, for instance, of certain colloquial mannerisms of 
